
SYMPOSIUM BREAKOUT SESSION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2022 |  12:00-1:00 PM ET

Conversations with Kids: Walking the Road to Reinvention

PRESENTERS:
• Jenee Henry Wood, Transcend
• David Nitkin, Transcend
• Cory Steiner, Northern Cass School District
• Seskia Anderson, Northern Cass High School
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Goals & 
Agenda

Explore how the voices of 
young people can help us 
imagine new ways of creating 
more transformative, 
equitable learning 
experiences across the 
country. 
 

Welcome + Framing

What we did and what we learned

Connect to your community

Hear from a superintendent and student

Next Steps + Closing
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Community
Agreements

Which agreement do you want to lean into 
during our time together today? Share the 
agreement in chat.

If at any time the space no longer feels safe for you, please notify a facilitator. 

❏ Say the thing

❏ “Yes and…”

❏ Call in, not call out

❏ Stay engaged

❏ Self-care, community care
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Engagement norms

Tech
-If at any point you need support with tech, direct message David
-We encourage video participation for breakout groups, but understand if you aren’t able to

Participation & Engagement
-We will use Zoom breakout rooms for small group discussions
-We will use chat and Google docs to share resources
-We might ask you to read something aloud from a slide. It’s always OK to say “not today!”
-We will invite folks to go on and off mute when in Zoom so that we bring multiple voices 
into the conversation 
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“As we consider what learning can 
look like for my generation and 
those to come, I hope more 
schools will take the time to walk a 
mile in the shoes of their students 
and redesign the school day with 
them in mind…To be better, 
schools must ask the right 
questions of their community and 
make changes based on the 
responses. This starts with 
listening to us.”

-Ali Khatib, 2022 graduate of 
Salisbury High School in North 
Carolina
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● In Fall 2021 we shared tools 
to help communities have 
conversations with young 
people about their 
experiences in school:

○ Conversation guide

○ Reflection guide

○ Validated survey

● Our partner communities 
used those tools to listen to 
20,000+ young people
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Conversations with Kids 
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What we heard (part 1)
1. Most young people say that their 

experiences in school feel 
irrelevant and offer few 
opportunities for agency and 
choice.

2. Young people report that they 
learn most in school when their 
experiences feel highly relevant, 
rigorous, and customized.

3. Many young people report that 
their best experiences in school 
happen outside of core 
academic—and these experiences 
are inequitably distributed.
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What we heard (part 2)
4. Many young people of all 

backgrounds are thinking about, 
talking about, and taking action to 
address social inequities — 
sometimes more than adults realize.

5. Adults often report that listening to 
young people is dramatically helpful 
and increased their conviction in the 
necessity of rethinking the design of 
school.

6. When educators and kids talk 
together, it’s possible to co-design 
experiences that make dramatic shifts 
in experiences. Deep listening is 
catalytic!
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● How do these insights 
connect to your 
experience?

● Why do we think these 
experiences are so 
common? What are the 
root causes?

Reflection
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6. When educators and kids talk together, it’s possible to 
co-design experiences that make dramatic shifts in 
experiences. Deep listening is catalytic!
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Resources
Reflection Guides Conversation Guide Free Validated Survey



Thank you for joining us!

Share Your Thoughts
Participate in our one-minute poll (link in chat box)


